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Abstract. We discuss a perspective aimed at making black box models
more eXplainable, within the eXplainable AI (XAI) strand of research.
We argue that the traditional end-to-end learning approach used to train
Deep Learning (DL) models does not fit the tenets and aims of XAI. Go-
ing back to the idea of hand-crafted feature engineering, we suggest a
hybrid DL approach to XAI: instead of employing end-to-end learning,
we suggest to use DL for the automatic detection of meaningful, hand-
crafted high-level symbolic features, which are then to be used by a
standard and more interpretable learning model. We exemplify this hy-
brid learning model in a proof of concept, based on the recently proposed
Kandinsky Patterns benchmark, that focuses on the symbolic learning
part of the pipeline by using both Logic Tensor Networks and inter-
pretable rule ensembles. After showing that the proposed methodology
is able to deliver highly accurate and explainable models, we then dis-
cuss potential implementation issues and future directions that can be
explored.

Keywords: Explainable AI, Symbolic Machine Learning, Deep Learn-
ing, Kandinsky Patterns

1 Introduction

In the recent years, there has been a significant growth in the popularity of
Machine Learning (ML) solutions, mainly driven by the increasing success of a
specific type of ML, i.e., Deep Learning (DL), in a number of various applications:
from game playing [41,70] and natural language processing [81], to self-driving
vehicles [58] and computer-assisted medicine [21,32,33,36]. These two latter do-
mains shed light on what has been one of the more severe limitations of the
DL methodology, that is its black-box nature and lack of explainability [13], a
topic that is becoming of primary importance, also in light of recent regulations
like the GDPR [17,29], which stipulates that any significant or legally related
decision should be explainable if reached in non-supervised automated processes.

This limitation should be considered along a twofold perspective: from a
decision-support perspective, because decision makers are typically required to
be accountable for their decisions in critical domains (like juridic and medical
settings) and give indications about their interpretations and judgments; and
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from a system-oriented perspective, because the lack of explainability makes it
difficult to reason about the robustness and actual skills of a ML system (and
the socio-technical system relying on its operation), as it is shown by phenomena
like adversarial examples [28], misguided usage of context information [61], or
general data quality issues [11,12].

In order to address the above limitations, many approaches toward eXplain-
able AI (XAI) have been proposed and discussed [31] and different proposals to
evaluate the explainability and causability [37,38] of ML models have been devel-
oped [39]. The techniques to achieve explainability can be distinguished in two
broad categories: approaches that are based on the development of instrinsically
interpretable ML models (e.g. decision rules [44,79], decision trees or linear clas-
sifiers [77]); or so-called post-hoc approaches, whose goal is to make an already
existing model understandable, either through methods that explain the general
model behaviour (e.g. using interpretable surrogate models [9] or visualization
techniques, such as saliency maps [71]), or through local explanation techniques
that only attempt to explain how the ML model arrived at its conclusion for a
specific instance [30,61].

Drawing on recent research [3,4,26] that shows some relevant limitations in
post-hoc explainability approaches, we argue that these approaches toward XAI
are currently insufficient, also because they do not enable a true understanding
of the causal properties of the ML models they are meant to explain [37]. More
generally, we posit that the major obstacles toward building truly explainable
AI systems reside in two properties of how Deep Learning is currently used :
first, the end-to-end training process that, while allowing the development of
highly accurate models, results in the discovery of features which are typically
not guaranteed to be understandable by humans [34]; second, their essentially
propositional nature, which contrasts with the fact that human knowledge is
usually relational [35].

The main goal of this position paper is to put forward a perspective to-
ward tackling the two above-mentioned issues, based on an hybrid subsymbolic-
symbolic learning paradigm, a framework reconciling ML and Knowledge Rep-
resentation & Reasoning (KRR) that has been attracting increasing interest
and has recently been advocated as a way-forward for the field of Artificial In-
telligence [18,20], also due to advancements in Statistical Relational Learning
(SRL) [57] and Neuro-Symbolic (NeSy) [24,52] computation. Under this frame-
work, we promote an integration of Deep Learning and symbolic ML techniques,
in order to profit of the advantages of both methodologies. Specifically, going
back to the notion of feature engineering [82], we propose to use the superior
pattern recognition performance of Deep Learning in order to automatize the
detection of high-level, hand-crafted features, that ideally should also be verifi-
able (e.g. object detection in image classification tasks), which are then to be
employed for the training of highly interpretable symbolic models.

In the rest of this paper we discuss this proposal, specifically in Section 2,
after providing a background of relevant DL and Explainable AI techniques, we
describe the proposed methodology. We then also present a prototypical example,
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focusing on the symbolic learning part of the proposed framework through the
usage of Logic Tensor Networks (LTN) [68] and rule ensembles, in the context
of two datasets generated from the recently proposed Kandinsky Patterns [39]
benchmark for XAI. The results of these experiments are reported in Section
4. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the obtained results, the implications of
the proposed methodologies, its current advantages and limitations and possible
directions for further exploration.

2 Methods

2.1 Background

In this section we briefly recall basic notions about Deep Learning architectures
and the black box problem, then we present a brief introduction to XAI tech-
niques.

Deep Learning and Neural Networks Deep Learning [27] is a ML paradigm,
based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), which involves fitting an highly non-
linear, differentiable, parametric model defined by the composition of non-linear
functions collected in layers (see Figure 1a for an example of such models).

(a) An example of a deep learning
model, with a single hidden layer
model, visualized as a network.

(b) An example of a Decision Tree,
one of the most common transpar-
ent ML models.

Fig. 1: Examples of black box and interpretable models.

Despite being first studied as far as the late ’60s [40,48] and in its modern form
from the ’80s [23,65], this paradigm received a boost in popularity starting from
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2012 [14,43], due to advancements in hardware technology [56], optimization
and regularization methods [42,76], the availability of large amount of data, and
its increasing success in real-world applications, especially in regard to image
recognition and natural language processing tasks.

The training of Deep Learning models involves the optimization of the param-
eters of the underlying network (i.e. the weights connecting the units in different
layers) with respect to a loss function, typically using local search techniques
such as stochastic gradient descent.

A particularly effective Deep Learning architecture for image classification
tasks is represented by Convolutional Neural Networks. These architectures are
composed by an alternation of convolutional layers (in which regions of the
input image are processed by trainable filters which are supposed to detect and
isolate low-level features) and pooling layers (which are used for dimensionality
reduction).

Despite the huge success of Deep Learning architectures they have recently
been criticized for their black box nature and lack of explainability: despite
achieving high accuracy, the model learned by a DL architecture is often imper-
scrutable (due to the complex interactions between the high number of non-linear
functions) [13] and possibly subject to a variety of attacks [28]: both problems
(also in combination) could hinder the actual applicability of these systems in
critical application domains, like medicine.

Explainable AI In order to address these limitations, an increasing interest
has recently been placed on the development of so-called Explainable AI tech-
niques [55]. We can distinguish between post-hoc explainability techniques and
intrinsic explainability (or transparency).

Post-hoc explainability refers to methodologies that aim to make an al-
ready existing and trained black box model explainable, or interpretable. These
methodologies can be further differentiated between global and local methodolo-
gies. In the former case, the goal is to train an interpretable model that provides
a good approximation of the underlying black box model. To this aim, the most
common techniques are: Decision Tree induction [78,80], rule extraction meth-
ods [10,69] or architecture-specific methodologies such as Layer-wise Relevance
Propagation for CNNs [54]. Although a vast number of these techniques have
been proposed in the literature, sometimes with high approximation accuracy,
their applicability to cases with large numbers of features or with low-level fea-
tures (e.g. in image-related tasks) have recently been questioned [2].

Local explainability, on the other hand, tries to produce justifications why
the black box model made a specific decision for specific instances. Also in this
case, different methods have been proposed, such as LIME [61], or the related
anchors [62] Leave-One-Covariate-Out [47], which ground on the idea of finding
relevant features and associated decision rules for explaining single predictions,
or approaches for local interpretability of CNN models such as saliency (or acti-
vation) maps [71]. Despite the great interest in these techniques, and some recent
efforts to provide a theoretical understanding and to find mutual relationships
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among different local explainability approaches [51], recent research has casted
some doubt on their real relevance and robustness. For instance, Mittelstadt
et al. [53] criticize post-hoc explainability approaches and argue for a broader
perspective on explainability; Barocas et al. and Laugel et al. [5,46,45] recently
highlighted hidden assumptions required for feature-based local explainability
techniques to properly work; Slack et al. [73] showed how LIME and related
methods can be subject to adversarial attacks making them hide potential biases
in the underlying black model; Sixt et al. [72] recently questioned the explaina-
tion capacity of attribution methods for CNNs (such as Layer-wise Relevance
Propagation and saliency maps).

In light of these criticisms towards post-hoc explainability methods, calls to
avoid the use of black box models augmented with explainability methods in
high-stakes domains have recently been made [64], urging for the adoption of
transparent (or, intrinsically interpretable) models in these contexts.

In this case, the goal is to directly train and use in the considered domain
ML models which are intrinsically transparent and interpretable: such as shallow
decision trees [9], Bayesian Networks [8] or rule lists [44,79] (see Figure 1b) or
relational approaches such as those based on inductive logic programming [66].

However, the same limitations that apply to global interpretability techniques
also apply to transparent models [2], especially in regard to their loss of trans-
parency when the number of relevant feature grows, and in regard to the fact
that they are not currently capable to match the performance of DL approaches
in tasks such as imaging-related diagnosis.

The approach that we propose, and that we describe in the next section,
tries to address both this limitation and the black-box problem of Deep Learning
through a combination of these two approaches.

2.2 Proposed Methodology

The approach that we propose, to tackle both the black-box problem of Deep
Learning models and the limitations of symbolic transparent models, is based
on an integration of the two approaches.

We argue that the main source of the black-box problem in Deep Learning
models is not an intrinsic property of the model family or the technique in se,
but rather a consequence of how they are typically used.

The former problem is related to the end-to-end approach that is usually
employed to train these models. This learning paradigm allows the DL models
to learn highly accurate parameter assignments by automatically finding high-
level features that arise as complex non-linear combinations of the low-level ones
originally present in input representation. The classifier part of the DL model
is usually implemented as a (jointly trained) simple logistic regression layer on
the highest-level features. The learned features, however, are usually inscrutable
to a human user.

In contrast, the approach that was traditionally used to achieve high accuracy
with standard classifiers (e.g. Support Vector Classifiers or Boosting models) was
based on hand-crafted informative features [82].
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Our approach is based on an integration of these two paradigms: instead of
jointly training both a feature detector and a classifier, our proposal consists in
directly training a DL model solely as a feature detector for high-level, informa-
tive and hand-crafted features.

In particular, we focus on models for feature detection in image recognition
tasks. In this case, features represent specific objects or artifacts that should be
detected in the input images: some examples are the presence of fractures (e.g.
in bone MRIs), or of nodules or other anomalous objects (e.g. in mastography
or similar diagnostic imaging). Compared to the traditional feature engineering
(FE) pipeline, this approach has many advantages:

– The human annotators are only required to specify the set of features that
could be detected in the given domain, and provide annotations for these
features in a limited set of training examples that can then be used to train
a DL model to automatically detect these features in any future image;

– Compared to the traditional FE pipeline that either employs hand-crafted
algorithms or traditional ML models, this approach allows to benefit from
the (usually) superior performance of DL models. In fact, specific DL archi-
tectures have been developed that could be applied to this task: for example
object detection or semantic segmentation architectures such as Fully Con-
volutional networks [49], YOLO networks [59] or Faster R-CNN [60], which
have been shown to be highly effective in real-world tasks, can be applied to
implement this feature-detection task;

– Compared with the traditional end-to-end learning approach for DL models,
this approach guarantees that the learned features are both interpretable (as
they have previously been identified by human users) and also testable. By
this term, we mean that their presence and nature could easily be checked in
the original images by an external human user: this could be implemented
by simply requiring that the DL detection model provides the identified
patterns or features, as well their location in the original image (e.g. via a
bounding box);

– The feature annotation task to be performed by the DL models is, naturally,
a multi-target learning problem: this type of tasks have been shown to act
as a regularization method for the DL models (as the shared weights are
required to be optimized to several tasks simultaneously) and hence may
result in improved generalization and reduce overfitting [63];

The second problem relates to the fact that the classifier used in DL mod-
els (usually a simple logic regression layer), while it uses high-level but un-
interpretable features, can usually be only understood in terms of very low-level
(e.g. pixel-based in imaging tasks) features.

In our approach, on the other hand, the classifier component of the learning
architecture is separated from the feature detection component, so that more
expressive and inherently interpretable learning algorithms can be applied. In
this article, we will consider these two approaches, namely Logic Tensor Networks
and rule ensembles.
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Logic Tensor Network [68] is a neuro-symbolic computational model integrat-
ing neural network and a first-order fuzzy logic called real logic. It allows for the
combination of the learning capabilities of Deep neural networks with the ex-
pressivity and interpretability of logic programming, and it has been shown to be
effective in knowledge completion tasks [68], semantic image interpretation [67]
and deductive reasoning [7]. The main advantage of this model typology is that,
since it is based on a first-order fuzzy logic, it natively allows for the expression
of relational concepts and that it is fully compatible with traditional DL models.
This latter characteristic could be particularly meaningful in the approach that
we propose as it could allow users to recover a sort of end-to-end learning. From
a technical point of view, as presented in [68], a Logic Tensor Network is defined
by a multi-layer neural network encoding a collection of (prenex, conjunctive
Skolemized) clauses expressed in the language of first-order real logic, i.e. logical
formulas in the following form:

∀x = 〈x1, ..., xn〉.
P1(f

1
1 (x), ..., f

1
h(x)) ∨ ... ∨ Pk(f

k
1 (x), ..., f

k
m(x))∨

∨ ¬Pk+1(f
k+1
1 (x), ..., fk+1

r (x)) ∨ ... ∨ ¬Pl(f
l
1(x), ..., f

l
s(x)),

(1)

where each Pi is a symbol predicate and each f ij is a symbol function. The
clauses are represented as multi-layer neural network by associating to each
symbol predicate P a neural tensor network [75] in the form:

N(P ) = σ(uTP ∗ tanh(xTWPx+ VPx)), (2)

where σ is the sigmoid function, WP and VP are tensors. The different networks
corresponding to the predicates are then joined (according to a specified clause)
by defining ¬ to be a fuzzy negation (e.g. ¬(x) = 1− x) and ∨ to be a t-conorm
(e.g. ∨(x, y) = max(x, y)). The parameters of the resulting network are then
trained via standard backpropagation by maximizing the satisfiability of the
clauses. For a more in-depth introduction to Logic Tensor Network we refer the
reader to [68,67].

Rule ensembles [22], on the other hand, are based on training an ensemble
of rules, where each rule is an expression of the form if att1 = val1 ∧ ...attn =
valn then class = y, where atti represents one of the features and vali a possible
value for that feature, where n (i.e. the number of features involved in the rule) is
small. In particular, each rule is trained in order to have high accuracy at detect-
ing a specific class. Rule ensembles allow to obtain interpretable but very robust
classifiers, which often achieve a performance that is comparable with other en-
semble models (e.g. Random Forest). The main advantage of this model class is
that there is a large availability of out-of-the-box computationally efficient tech-
niques and algorithms for training such classifiers based on techniques similar to
gradient boosting (e.g. SLIPPER [16] or RuleFit [22]), maximum likelihood es-
timation [19], Rough Sets [74] or simply by extracting rules from decision trees.
Notably, these algorithms are not only computationally efficient but they also
have been showed to usually provide good performance even with small sample
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sizes. Furthermore, while these models are based on propositional logic (as they
are represent as conjunctions over ground feature values, not involving relations
among them or quantifiers), simple post-processing steps can be performed to
transform the rules into a relational form.

2.3 Kandinsky Patterns and Proof-of-concept Experiments

In order to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed subsymbolic-
symbolic integration approach, with the two specific implementations based on
LTN and rule ensembles, we provide a proof-of-concept experimental evaluation
of the approach based on two datasets from the Kandinsky Patterns bench-
mark [39]. Kandinsky Patterns are datasets composed of patterns of geometric
shapes described by either first-order logical formulas or mathematical expres-
sions. Each pattern describes a binary classification problem in which the goal
is to discriminate between images that belong to the pattern (i.e. positive exam-
ples) and images that do not belong to the pattern (i.e. negative examples).

In particular, we considered two benchmark datasets that are shown in Fig-
ures 2 and 3. In the first benchmark, denoted as OneRed the positive class is
composed of images containing at least one red shape. In the second benchmark,
denoted as TwoPairs, the positive class is composed of images containing ex-
actly four shapes in two pairs: the first pair consists of two objects with same
shape and same color, while the second pair consists of two objects with same
shape but different colors. We selected these two benchmarks as they do not
involve overlapping figures or complex spatial patterns: for this reason, they are
relatively easy tasks for a DL-based object recognition model.

(a) Positive example: its vector-
representation is 〈t, r, c, y, c, y, c, b〉

(b) Negative example: its vector-
representation is 〈t, b, t, b, c, y, c, y〉

Fig. 2: The OneRed benchmark.
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(a) Positive example: its vector-
representation is 〈0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2〉

(b) Negative example: its vector-
representation is 〈0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0〉

Fig. 3: The TwoPairs benchmark.

We considered, for both benchmarks, images with exactly 4 objects in order
to adopt a fixed-length vector representation as input of the symbolic models. For
the OneRed benchmark imags are represented as vectors 〈sh1, col1, ..., sh4, col4〉,
where

shi ∈ {triangle(t), square(s), circle(c)} (3)
coli ∈ {red(r), blue(b), yellow(y)} (4)

On the other hand, for the TwoPairs benchmark we adopted an higher-level
representation as the task is inherently more complex (as it involves comparison
of pairs of objects). This is particularly relevant for the ensemble rule learning:
indeed, if we were to employ a representation similar to the one for the OneRed
benchmark, the learned classifier would be composed of a large number of rules.
Thus, each image is represented as a vector 〈eq1,2, eq1,3, eq1,4, eq2,3, eq2,4, eq3,4〉,
where eqi,j ∈ {0, 1, 2} and the semantics of these values is defined as follows:

– eqi,j = 2 means that objects i, j have both the same shape and the same
color;

– eqi,j = 1 means that objects i, j have the same shape but different colors;
– eqi,j = 0 means that objects i, j differ in both shape and color.

Thus, for the OneRed benchmark the positive examples are those for which

∃i ∈ {1, ..., 4} s.t. colori = red (5)

while for the TwoPairs benchmark the positive examples are those described by
the formula

∃i 6= j 6= k 6= l s.t. eqi,j = 2 ∧ eqk,l = 1 (6)
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We notice that the OneRed benchmark consists of 6561 possible different
vector encodings (in the adopted representation), while the TwoPairs benchmark
consists of 29 possible distinct patterns.

3 Implementation

For the OneRed and TwoPairs benchmark, we generated, respectively, 1000 and
400 different random inputs with balanced classes: in order to avoid overfitting
we checked via the generation script that no two images in the dataset were
identical. As the main goal of the proof-of-concept experiment was to show the
effectiveness of feature annotation combined with symbolic models for obtaining
accurate and interpretable models, we directly generated the vector encodings
and hence we did not explicitly trained a DL model for the feature annotation
starting from images (although, as we previously mentioned, we expect a DL
object recognition model to perform effectively in these tasks as they only involve
simple, non-overlapping geometric shapes).

In order to train and evaluate the considered models we performed a 75%/25%
train-test split of the two datasets.

The Logic Tensor Network models were implemented using the Tensorflow [1]
framework with the logictensornetworks1 API. The models for both benchmarks
have been defined by a single predicate (representing the target to be learned)
and two axioms establishing the value of predicates on the positive and negative
examples of the training set respectively.

On the other hand, as regards rule ensembles, we implemented the model
using the skope-rules library2, which implements a rule ensemble algorithm based
on rule extraction from Random Forests estimators.

4 Results

Logic Tensor Network models obtained 90% accuracy for the OneRed benchmark
and 75% accuracy for the TwoPairs benchmarks, on the test set, while the rule
ensemble models obtained 100% accuracy for both benchmarks and the learned
rules were the correct description of the target class, albeit in propositional form.
For the OneRed benchmark, the learned rules are:

– color1 = red =⇒ OneRed = 1;
– color2 = red =⇒ OneRed = 1;
– color3 = red =⇒ OneRed = 1;
– color4 = red =⇒ OneRed = 1.

where by OneRed = 1 we mean that the algorithm predicts that the instance is
a positive one.

Similarly, for the TwoPairs benchmark the learned rules are:
1 https://github.com/logictensornetworks/logictensornetworks
2 https://github.com/scikit-learn-contrib/skope-rules

https://github.com/logictensornetworks/logictensornetworks
https://github.com/scikit-learn-contrib/skope-rules
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– eq1,2 = 2 ∧ eq3,4 = 1 =⇒ TwoPairs = 1;
– eq1,3 = 2 ∧ eq2,4 = 1 =⇒ TwoPairs = 1;
– eq1,4 = 2 ∧ eq2,3 = 1 =⇒ TwoPairs = 1;
– eq2,3 = 2 ∧ eq1,4 = 1 =⇒ TwoPairs = 1;
– eq2,4 = 2 ∧ eq3,4 = 1 =⇒ TwoPairs = 1;
– eq3,4 = 2 ∧ eq1,2 = 1 =⇒ TwoPairs = 1;

Since the learned rules correctly represent the target concepts, and there was
no overlap between the train and test sets, we can claim that the perfect accuracy
obtained by rule ensemble models were not due to overfitting. Furthermore, it
is evident that the learned rules are fully interpretable and could be used by a
human decision-maker to understand the reasons for classifying a given novel
instance.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The results reported above show that the proposed methodology could be an
effective way to integrate DL models, as feature detectors, and symbolic models,
in order to obtain interpretable and verifiable models which are, nonetheless, very
accurate. Rule ensemble models, in particular, showed to be robust and effective
models for the purpose of our proof-of-concept experimentation, as they achieved
perfect accuracy while resulting in transparent and understandable models. We
notice however, as a limitation, that the considered benchmarks were actually
quite simple and this has a clear influence on the achieved model accuracy.

Our goal was twofold: primarily, to show the effectiveness of symbolic models
also in perceptual tasks (such as image classification), when they are supplied
with relevant high-level features; then, to show the effectiveness of feature en-
gineering to obtain transparent models. For this reason, we did not explicitly
trained a model to perform the required feature annotation; this allowed us to
ignore the explicit interaction between the output of the DL models and the sym-
bolic models. In the setting of a real experiment, however, this integration step
is important and a careful analysis of how this is performed should be necessary,
e.g. with reference to what the output format is of the DL feature detectors:
would it be preferable a threshold arg-max binarization of the features (as as-
sumed in our proof-of concept), or to directly supply the symbolic models with
the un-thresholded output of the final soft-max layer of the network? The for-
mer choice would result in more interpretable binary classifiers for the symbolic
component of the pipeline; the latter solution, on the otehr hand, may allow for
symbolic models that employ noisy information even in cases of mis-detection of
the features (whereas, in this case, the arg-max solution would supply the sym-
bolic models with incorrect information). In this latter case, in order to properly
manage this uncertain and partial form of information about the features, more
expressive symbolic models could be employed, e.g. models based on fuzzy logic
or other formalisms for uncertainty management. Similarly, one should consider
the level of abstractness of the annotations that the DL model is trained to re-
produce: indeed, our example show two different levels of abstractness, ranging
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from the simple object-level representation adopted for the OneRed benchmark,
to the more complex pair-level representation adopted for the TwoPairs bench-
mark. This shows that in the proposed approach there is a measurable trade-off
between interpretability, achieved by adopting a more expressive representation
for the instances, and annotation easiness, as one should expect lower-level rep-
resentations to be both more easily elicitable (by the human raters) and also
more easy to discriminate (by the DL model).

FInally, another aspect that should be taken in consideration regards the
process of feature annotation: in our proof-of-concept, this process was auto-
matically performed via a script during the image generation step. In real-world
tasks, we could expect that this process would be performed by expert human an-
notators in the multi-rater settings (i.e. settings in which multiple human raters
annotate a given dataset): as noted in recent research [12], this annotation task
could incur in annotation errors that may impact the quality of the ground truths
and, hence, the performance of the DL feature detectors trained on them. Also
in this case, employing symbolic formalism for uncertainty management may be
useful.

Another interesting aspect that should be considered in the multi-rater set-
tings regards how the annotations, and their influence on the related target
label, are represented. Indeed, in this work, we employed a simple vector-valued
representation of the features all together with the assigned target label, with
no explicit relationship between the two (i.e. we employed no direct specifica-
tion of which annotated feature or feature value were relevant for the target
decision). However, one could also conjecture that, in complex annotation tasks,
more expressive logic-based formalisms should be employed: e.g. for a given case
instance, a human rater could specify that a specific target label is assigned
(e.g. the instance is a positive example) because a specific subset of features is
present (e.g., in a medical setting, the presence of a specific type of tissue lesion).
This setting, which is based on the computational modeling of argumentation [6]
and may benefit from recent research in learning from argumentation [15] and
integration of DL with argumentation [25], could allow for a more explicit and in-
formative representation of the inter-relationship among the annotated features
and the target labels, expressed in the argumentative formalism which have been
shown to be effective in complex decision-making settings such as the medical
one [50]. For this reason, this could be a relevant further direction to explore.
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